Emotions in the Arts, Humanities, and Sciences at NYU

3pm – 5pm EST on Friday, April 16
zoom link: https://nyu.zoom.us/j/92418636318

Join our colleagues from across NYU for presentations and discussions about various topics of emotions and how our work can intersect.

Featured speakers:

JOSEPH LEDOUX, neural sciences and psychology, co-host
TERRANCE HAYES, english, artist-in-residence
LEILA ADU-GILMORE, music technology, performer-composer
PABLO RIPOLLÉS, psychology and music technology
WENDY ANNE LEE, english
FRED MYERS, anthropology

CATHERINE HARTLEY, neural sciences and psychology, co-host
MARK WING-DAVEY, tisch school of arts
CRISTINA ALBERINI, neural sciences
NICOLE EUSTACE, history
PETER MEINECK, classics
YAACOV TROPE, psychology
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